
101. ETHICS AND NATIONAL PURPOSE 
Kenneth W. Thompson 
Dr. Thompson explores the tensions thai exist In the area of 
ethics and foreign policy today. Comments by Charles Dona
hue, Stephen G. Cary, Israel Klavin and Herman Reissig. 

102. MORALITY AND MODERN WAR 
John Courtney Murray, S.J. 
One of America's outstanding Catholic theologians examines 
the Church's traditional teaching on war in the light of de
velopments in modem weapons. 

103. RELICION AND INTERNATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Robert Cordis 
The religions and ethical heritage of the Judeo-Christian 
tradition. Dr. Gordis argues, is both practical and relevant 
to our international responsibilities today. 

104. THE RECOVERY OF ETHICS 
Paul II. .Vita! 
An analysis of decision-malting at top government levels, this 
essay also evaluates the contributions of modem scientific 
thought to the reconstruction of an ethical context for political 

105. THE MORALITY AND POLITICS OF INTERVENTION 
Manjred Halpem 
American intervention in the affairs of other states is a grave 
and current national concern. Dr. Halpern enunciates princi
ples that are relevant to the serious discussion of any particular 
act of intervention, such as the Arab-Israeli War and Vietnam. 

Paul B 
In this essay the author of War and the Christian Conscience 
considers the limit?, traditionally and at present, within which 
a war can be fought justly. 

107, AN ALTERNATIVE TO WAR 
Cordon Zahn 
Dr. Zahn, one of the most persuasive and persistent advo
cates of non-violence, considers against the background of 
threatened nuclear war a course of non-violent action. 

108. MORAL TENSIONS IN. INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 
John C, Bennett 
After asserting the difficulties involved in relating principles 

morality to many political decisions and actions, Dr, Ben-
which these pnncioles, properly em-

oral/political dilemmas. 
nett suggests ways in whii 
ployed, nelp explore some 

109. SOUTH AFRICA: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS 
Philip W. Quigg, with commentary by J. S. F. Botha, 
Kenneth Carstens, Vernon McKay 
The most potentially dangerous foreign policy issue for the 
U.S., is likely to be South Africa. Against this belief, the 
managing editor of Foreign Affairs examines present prob
lems and future prospects. His views are followed by those 
of people of diverse opinions. 

110. FOREIGN AID: MORAL AND POLITICAL ASPECTS 
Victor Ferhiss 
Foreign aid policies have intermittently provoked nabonal 
debates marked by acrimony, partisanship and confusion 
Dr. Ferkiss here offers standards on which foreign aid pro 
grams should be based and by which they can be judged 

111. JUST WAR AND VATICAN COUNCIL II: A CRITIQUE 
Robert W, Tucker, with commentary by George G Higgins, 
Ralph Potter, Richard H. Cox, Paul Ramsey 
The statements on war made by the Second Vatican Council 
derived from a tradition in which the concepts of just-war 
theory arc pervasive. The relevance of these statements, and 
the entire theory, is here examined against the conditions of 
modem warfare. 

112. COUNTERINSURCENCY; SOME PEOBLEMS 
AND IMPLICATIONS 
Edgar S. Fumiss, Jr., with commentary by Charles Burton 
Marshall, William V. O'Brien 
As the war in Vietnam attests, the U.S. is in the process of 

working out means of warfare that ace appropriate to "wars 
of national liberation." Dr, Fumiss addresses himself here to 
some of the problems posed by those means which are com
prehended in the term "counterinsurgency." 

113. THE UNITED STATES IN ASIA: 
EVOLUTION AND CONTAINMENT 
David Mozingo 
A pentrating analysis of both U.S. policy in Asia and Com
munist China's response to it, this frank and dispassionate 
study by a RAND Corporation Senior Analyst is basic to an 
understanding of what is happening today in Southeast Asia 
— and what is likely to happen tomorrow. 

114. MODERN WAR AND THE PURSUIT OF PEACE 
Theodore R. Weber 
Two opposed vet toncurrent trends characterize modern war-
fire—the development of complex nuclear weapons systems 
-ind the emergence of involved, revolutionary guerrilla tech-
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201. THE MORAL DILEMMA OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS: 
ESSAYS FROM WORLDVIEW 
William Clancy, ed. 
This, the first series of essays to be selected from worldview, 
brings together in a single discussion political scientists, theo-
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s the 
attempt to respond to the dilemma of nuclear > 
wa\ thit is inorjllj responsible and politicallv wise $1 50 

202. PE^CE THE CHURCHES AND THE BOMB 
i smo hmn ed 
Although the focus of discussion here is the preliminary 
statement on nuclear arms that was discussed in the third 
session rf Vatican Council II, the issues and problems arc 
tho>t which all of us must face The purpose of this volumf 

clanfi and refine these issues so that agreement 
ssible. S2.00 

203. NUCLEAR WEAPONS; CAN THEIR 
SPREAD BE HALTED? 
Betty Qoetz Lall 
Mrs. Lall shows why the problem of limiting the spread of 
nuclear weapons ib one with shifting contours, but she also 
Suggests some measures that are presently feasible and 
desirable. 50* 

204. THE U.S. AND WARS OF NATIONAL LIBERATION 
Quentin L. Quadt 
Dr. Quade, m > speuil rep rt r«onnts the mvjor proposi
tions, arguments and attitudes txprcssed during the course 
of a CRIA srminar in which authoritative spokesmen dis
cussed wars of national liberation t. g Vietnam in relation 
to U.S. foreign polnv 50# 

205. U.S. POLICY IN THE FAR EAST 
IDEOLOGi RELIGION AND SUPERSTITION 
Kenneth V/.Thompson,Hans J.MorgenthauJerald C. Brauer 
In an attempt to separate the idolatrous and the ephemeral 
from the valid objects of national dedication, three members 
of the CRIA Board of Trustees discuss U.S. policy in the 
Far East in relation to its history and probable future as 
well as to the present involvement in Vietnam. $1.75 

206. AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY & MORAL RHETORIC: 
THE EXAMPLE OF VIETNAM 
David Little 
What role and significance in discussions of foieign policy has 
the view that moralism and idealism in international affairs 
produce more harm than good? Dr, Little examines the tradi
tion of "liberal disillusionment" as it shapes criticism about 
the Government's handling of Vietnam policy in particular. 

$1.73 
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